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ABSTRACT

 

A criticism of macroecological studies has been their extensive use of secondary data
sources. In this note we evaluate how different data sources affect macroecological
patterns for the parrots of South America. We mapped extents of parrot occurrence
based on four sources of range maps. We compared basic statistics for geographical
range size distribution (mean, variance and skew) and calculated correlations between
geographical range size estimates and grid cell species richness estimates. Finally,
results from multiple regression analyses of species richness against six environmental
variables were also compared. We found that patterns were very robust to the data
source, with only relatively slight quantitative differences. Our results reinforce the
notion that patterns emerging from macroecological analyses are robust to variations
in data sources and cannot be merely artefacts resulting from low data quality, notably
poorly defined mapping and conflicting taxonomy.
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INTRODUCTION

 

Data quality has been one of the most criticized aspects of

the macroecology research program, especially when using

geographical range size estimates (Blackburn & Gaston, 1998;

Gaston & Blackburn, 1999, 2000; Blackburn 

 

et al

 

., 2004). With a

few exceptions (e.g. Rahbek & Graves, 2000, 2001; Jetz & Rahbek,

2001), almost all taxonomically and geographically broad

macroecological analyses rely on secondary sources. Thus,

researchers working in macroecology must often worry not only

about the overall problems associated with all meta-analytical

approaches, such as publication bias (Gates, 2002), but also with

deficiencies in data sources, notably coarse-grained and poorly

defined maps and outdated taxonomies and phylogenies. Some

have argued that many macroecological patterns may in fact be

artefacts caused by these data deficiencies.

Because of these potential problems, the strategy adopted by

most researchers is to find the most recent and updated dataset

for the group under study, or to combine different sources.

However, the data quality clearly varies among sources and

even among taxonomic groups, and it is not surprising that

most macroecological analyses are concentrated in mammals

and birds, for which relatively well known geographical

ranges and species delimitations are available (see Gaston &

Blackburn, 2000). Thus, evaluating how emergent macroecolog-

ical patterns are affected by differences in data sources could

expand the amplitude of potential tests to less well-known

groups, if it can be determined how robust the resulting patterns

really are. Unfortunately, there are few studies focused on this

subject.

Blackburn 

 

et al

 

. (2004) recently addressed the problem of lack

of data resolution by analysing macroecological patterns of

parrots worldwide, mainly in terms of geographical range size

and their correlates, such as body size, population size and degree

of migration. Distribution maps were built using the best current

available data source for the group and then the geographical

range sizes were estimated using different degrees of data resolu-

tion, ranging from fine measurements made using geographical

information systems up to 250,000 km

 

2

 

 cells in the WORLDMAP

grid. They showed that macroecological patterns of range size

and the cross-species correlations were little affected by data

resolution and, consequently, concluded that previous results

using crude data are unlikely to change if refined measurements

of geographical ranges were used instead.

On this note, we evaluated the same problem from a slightly

different point of view, by asking how emergent macroecological

patterns are affected by using different data sources for the same

group of organisms.
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VARIATION AMONG DATA SOURCES

 

We analysed parrots across South America, mapping their

extents of occurrence based on four books (Dunning, 1987;

Forshaw 

 

et al

 

., 1989; del Hoyo 

 

et al

 

., 1997; Juniper & Parr, 1998).

Although it is difficult to define and measure variation in data

quality among sources, these books differ in terms of how well

they reflect the species real distributions. For example, Dunning

(1987) is an older, general field guide for South American birds,

with crudely defined and small printed maps, whereas Juniper &

Parr (1998) is a more recent, specific book on parrots, with more

detailed maps derived from recent primary sources. del Hoyo

 

et al

 

. (1997) and Forshaw 

 

et al

 

. (1989) are considered here to be

of intermediate quality, but whereas del Hoyo 

 

et al

 

. (1997)

possesses general maps and is part of an ongoing review of all

birds of the world, Forshaw 

 

et al

 

. (1989) is a more detailed, but

older, book on parrots of the world.

To quantify these differences in the data sources, we evaluated

variation in geographical range size (GRS) estimated for each of

the 101 species that were common to the four books. The geo-

graphical range size of each species (extent of occurrence) was

determined by redrawing the distribution maps of each species,

based on each book, on an equal-area projection map of South

America, with 374 cells of 220 km 

 

×

 

 220 km each (see Hawkins

 

et al

 

., 2003a). We considered in these initial specific comparisons

only species that retained their taxonomic status among data

sources (have the same species name) or, in a few cases, taxa for

which changes in status could be clearly identified (e.g. two sub-

species in one data source that were considered to be two species

in other sources were included as two different species).

We then evaluated if estimated range sizes of each species

varied significantly among pairs of sources using paired 

 

t

 

-tests.

Because of the number of tests, the critical 

 

α

 

 was conservatively

adjusted by Bonferroni criterion to 0.008 (the standard 0.05

divided by the number of comparisons, equal to 6). We found

that significantly different range size estimates were generated

only between Dunning (1987) and both del Hoyo 

 

et al

 

. (1997)

and Juniper & Parr (1998) (Table 1). Differences between

Forshaw 

 

et al

 

. (1989) and del Hoyo 

 

et al

 

. (1997) and Juniper &

Parr (1998) were not significant when Bonferroni correction was

applied. So, GRS estimates for each species differ among sources

more or less according to what we expected, at least in the sense

of putting Dunning (1987) and Juniper & Parr (1998) at opposite

ends of the spectrum. These differences may reflect a mixture of

effects that could generally be referred to as data quality, including

variation in mapping detail and taxonomic definitions (note that

species number of each source also varies — see below). Further,

since parrots include a relatively large number of threatened

and endangered species (see www.redlist.org), there are

probably differences in the current and ‘historical’ ranges of

species, which could be reflected in the maps due to differences

in the time periods when the data for generating the ranges maps

were compiled (note that largest differences in the paired 

 

t

 

-tests

are between books from different decades). At the present time,

it is impossible to determine how each of the sources of variation

in data quality contributes to the differences in range size

estimates arising among sources. Nevertheless, estimated range

sizes appear to be consistent, with the probable exception of the

overestimation of ranges in the very small and coarse range maps

in Dunning (1987). We can now evaluate how these differences

in basic dataset influence emerging macroecological patterns.

 

MACROECOLOGICAL ANALYSES

 

We used the four sets of range maps to quantify parrot species

richness in each of the 374 cells of our continental grid system.

Also, six environmental variables were available for this grid

system: (1) Potential evapotranspiration (PET); (2) Annual

evapotranspiration (AET); (3) Mean daily temperature in the

coldest month (MINT); (4) Rainfall (RAIN); (5) Annual mean

temperature (ANNT) and; (6) the difference between maximum

and minimum elevations, or topographic heterogeneity (RELEV)

(see Diniz-Filho 

 

et al

 

., 2003; Hawkins 

 

et al

 

., 2003a; for details).

We compared basic statistics (means, variances and skews) for

the distribution of GRS of parrots based on different data sources,

after log-transformation, and calculated pairwise Pearson cor-

relations between GRS (across species) and between richness

estimates (across grid cells). Whereas the low phylogenetic signal

in GRS barely affects significance levels of cross-species cor-

relations (Diniz-Filho & Tôrres, 2002; Webb & Gaston, 2003; but

see Blackburn 

 

et al

 

., 2004), the strong spatial autocorrelation in

richness across the continent requires a correction in hypothesis

testing for correlations across grid cells. Following Legendre 

 

et al

 

.

(2002), we used the modified 

 

t

 

-test of Dutilleul (1993) to correct

the number of degrees of freedom used to test these correlations

(see also Rangel & Diniz-Filho, 2003).

Finally, we compared stepwise-forward multiple regression

models of richness against the six environmental variables

(predictors), both in terms of overall explanatory power (

 

R

 

2

 

)

and of the partial standardized regression coefficients. The

magnitude of spatial autocorrelation in the regression residuals

was also compared, using Moran’s 

 

I

 

 coefficients, calculated for

15 distance classes, in order to evaluate the amount of spatially

structured variation left in dataset after taking into account

broad-scale spatial effects (see Legendre & Legendre, 1998;

Diniz-Filho 

 

et al

 

., 2003).

The pairwise correlations of geographical range sizes between

books (Table 2) were always quite high (all 

 

r

 

-values > 0.83),

Table 1 Pairwise comparison of geographical range size estimates 
using paired t-tests across species for South American parrots based 
on four different books (Dunning, 1987; Forshaw et al., 1989; 
del Hoyo et al., 1997; Juniper & Parr, 1998). The critical alpha was 
Bonferroni-adjusted to 0.008 to correct for the number of tests
 

Juniper & Parr del Hoyo Dunning Forshaw

Juniper & Parr —

del Hoyo 0.384 —

Dunning 3.527† 3.376† —

Forshaw 2.136* 2.115* 1.533 —

*P < 0.05; †P < 0.008.
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although the estimates by Dunning (1987) were usually less

strongly correlated with those from other data sources. Accord-

ingly, the descriptive statistics of GRS based on the different

books are also quite similar (Table 3), despite differences in the

GRS estimates for each species previously described. Skew values

ranged from 

 

−

 

0.003 to 

 

−

 

0.321, but they were not statistically

different from a null expectation (distributions tend to be close to

log-normal) and were not different from each other, considering

their large standard errors (

 

t

 

 = 1.392; 

 

P

 

 > 0.05, when comparing

smallest and largest skew values).

The spatial patterns in species richness were also quite similar

(Fig. 1), with greatest diversity in the eastern Amazon region,

decreasing to the south and west. They were also similar to those

reported by Fsejda & Rahbek (1998) for South American parrots,

based on very refined primary sources. Further, the correlations

between richness estimated across grid cells were always quite

high (all 

 

r

 

 > 0.85, Table 2), and all coefficients were significant at

 

P

 

 < 0.01, even after Dutilleul’s (1993) correction of the degrees of

freedom (which were reduced from 372 to 6 or 7).

As expected from the strong positive correlations among

richness measures across grid cells, the four fitted environmental

models were also similar (Table 3), with 

 

R

 

2

 

 values ranging from

0.73 to 0.75. A minimum adequate environmental model (see

Hawkins 

 

et al

 

., 2003a) obtained by a forward-stepwise multiple

regression revealed that the standardized partial regression

coefficients were similar. In all models, the predictor with the

highest standardized coefficient was AET, followed by PET. Using

data from Juniper & Parr (1998) and Dunning (1987), MINT was

also retained as a significant predictor, whereas RELEV was

retained as significant for both Dunning (1987) and Forshaw

 

et al

 

. (1989). After fitting AET, the coefficients of determination

are close to 70% and none of the other predictors in the stepwise

process added sequentially more than 4% to the 

 

R

 

2

 

 (Table 3).

According to the previously described tests based on autocor-

relation patterns of species richness, we tested the statistical

significance of these partial coefficients using a more conservative

 

t

 

-value, with 7 degrees of freedom (Table 3).

Patterns of spatial autocorrelation in the residuals were also

similar among the models, with relatively large Moran’s 

 

I

 

 at the

first distance class, ranging from 0.25 to 0.44, revealing that, at

these small geographical distance classes, the environmental

factors analysed here do not explain entirely spatial variation in

Table 2 Pairwise correlation between geographical range sizes 
across species (above the diagonal) and between richness across grid 
cells (below the diagonal), for South American parrots based on four 
different books (Dunning, 1987; Forshaw et al., 1989; del Hoyo et al., 
1997; Juniper & Parr, 1998)
 

Juniper & Parr del Hoyo Dunning Forshaw

Juniper & Parr — 0.939 0.869 0.918

del Hoyo 0.891 — 0.835 0.886

Dunning 0.885 0.879 — 0.796

Forshaw 0.898 0.851 0.906 —

Table 3 Comparisons among four books (sources) used in this study of macroecological variation in South American parrots (Dunning, 1987; 
Forshaw et al., 1989; del Hoyo et al., 1997; Juniper & Parr, 1998). Results include number of species from each source, the mean and skew 
of log-transformed geographical range size (GRS), and results of a stepwise-forward multiple regression of richness against six environmental 
predictors, including the standardized partial regression coefficients and associated t-tests (in parentheses), the cumulative R2 along the stepwise 
process (final R2 in bold), and the spatial autocorrelation analyses of the residuals (Moran’s I in the first distance class and patch size — see text 
for explanation)
 

Juniper & Parr del Hoyo Dunning Forshaw

Number of species 118 118 103 111

Mean GRS (± SD) 1.273 ± 0.614 1.246 ± 0.634 1.406 ± 0.507 1.356 ± 0.530

Skew GRS (± SE) −0.209 ± 0.223 −0.233 ± 0.222 −0.403 ± 0.239 −0.003 ± 0.229

Environmental model

Partial Coefficients

AET 0.472 (8.80**) 0.573 (11.98**) 0.404 (7.59**) 0.445 (8.78**)

PET 0.264 (5.40**) 0.319 (6.67**) 0.326 (6.37**) 0.364 (7.69**)

RELEV — — −0.098 (2.92*) −0.207 (7.05**)

MINT 0.182 (4.07**) — 0.150 (2.99*) —

Cumulative R 2

AET 0.694 0.698 0.692 0.689

PET 0.724 0.729 0.727 0.715

RELEV — — 0.743 0.750

MINT 0.735 — 0.751 —

Residuals

Moran’s I (< 220 km) 0.335 0.347 0.252 0.441

Patch size (km) 660 660 220 660

*P < 0.05; **P < 0.01, using t-test with 7 degrees of freedom, as suggested by Dutilleul’s correction for spatial autocorrelation (see text for details).
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richness (see also Diniz-Filho 

 

et al

 

., 2003; Hawkins & Porter,

2003a). Whereas for data from three data sources the patch size

(i.e. the distance at which autocorrelation becomes nonsignifi-

cant) in the regression residuals was around 660 km (Table 3),

for data based on Dunning (1987) the patch size was the first

distance class (220 km), showing that the regression model was

quite effective in removing environmental effects from the data.

This is expected if these data were indeed collected at a very

broad scales, well described by processes acting at these scales,

and with poor resolution and consequently little variation

among adjacent grid cells.

 

CONCLUSIONS

 

Our results show that using different GRS measures for species in

the same taxonomic group, based on different data sources, does

not greatly affect macroecological patterns in this variable or in

the derived richness data across the South American continent.

The exception appears to be when the maps are relatively older,

very small, and very coarsely resolved (i.e. Dunning, 1987), but

even under these conditions results do not differ qualitatively,

only quantitatively. So, similarity in macroecological patterns

indicates that they are robust to variation in data sources,

although there is a slight correspondence between certain simi-

larities in these patterns (such as in the correlations among GRS

estimates and in the partial coefficients of multiple regression)

and differences in GRS estimates for each species (separating

Dunning (1987) and perhaps Forshaw 

 

et al

 

. (1989) from the

other two more recent data sources).

The slight differences in the environmental models for

richness patterns suggest that more detailed tests of mechanisms

involved in explaining spatial patterns in species richness may be

more affected by data resolution than overall macroecological

patterns, such as broad-scale spatial patterns in species richness

Figure 1 Interpolated patterns of species 
richness, using a distance-weighted least-
squares algorithm (DWLS), for the South 
American parrots based on (a) Dunning 
(1987), (b) Forshaw et al. (1989), 
(c) del Hoyo et al. (1997), (d) Juniper & 
Parr (1998).
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or the geographical range size frequency distribution. However,

regardless of the data sources used, AET, a variable related to

productivity (or water-energy dynamics), is the most parsimoni-

ous explanation for spatial patterns in richness, as has also been

found for overall bird diversity in South America (Hawkins 

 

et al

 

.,

2003a; see also Hawkins 

 

et al

 

., 2003b for a recent review). Also,

topographic heterogeneity (RELEV) is significant in some

analyses (see Rahbek & Graves, 2001), albeit that this predictor

showed more variation among data sources. Nevertheless,

further investigation of this issue is desirable, because problems

in model definition and multicollinearity among predictors can

make regression coefficients unstable (Diniz-Filho 

 

et al

 

., 2003).

Our study leads to similar conclusions to those drawn by

Blackburn 

 

et al

 

. (2004) in their study of parrots of the world.

They studied the effect of data resolution on macroecological

patterns in this taxon, and showed that the patterns were robust

to even quite dramatic differences in spatial grain size. Variation

in range size estimates due to the use of different data sources is

not exactly equivalent to variation in estimates due to different

resolution using a single source, as it also introduces variation

due to differences in taxonomy and even in range size definition.

Nevertheless, both studies show that overall macroecological

patterns are quite stable. This stability is also consistent with the

results obtained by Hawkins & Porter (2003b), who found that

analyses of the richness gradient for western Palearctic butterflies

were little affected by whether the data were generated using

filled-in range maps or grid-based presence/absence maps of

species. However, Hawkins & Porter (2003b) varied simultane-

ously how the geographical range size was defined and the data

sources used, in such a way that it is impossible to partition these

two effects on original data.

Data quality must of course remain a concern. Ongoing

mapping efforts hold the promise of better, more comprehensive

and more complete data sets in the future. In the meantime, the

present analysis provides some reassurance that we do currently

have adequate data, at least for some taxa and regions, such that

macroecological analyses can be shown to be robust to artefacts

arising from variations in data quality. We suggest that further

attempts to replicate macroecological analyses using alternative

data sources and approaches should be encouraged.
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